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Rubbish Hash

What a rubbish hash!!!!! the hare definitely needs retraining. To start with the car park was
not big enough, some of the hashers had to park out on the grass. The check-out was poorly
organised with everyone having to check themselves.
The Hash hush was far too brief with way too little information, no mention of the hazards,
sheep, cattle, difficult rocks to climb over and to say nothing of the rough ground and mud
and water hazards you might face.
The hash started down through a narow stone gap in the hedge causing delays and
congestion to the hashers. The first check was ok but insufficient marking out as some
runners went straight down the field away from either of the marked routes. Eventually the
hashers took off heading for "Hollow Tor'' the run was uphill and reasonably challenging but
having split the 'longs' and 'shorts' at the first divide on the Yellowmead farm track he chose
to take the longs up to Hollow tor, but then not to the top so the views could be enjoyed by
all, he turned the route down just before the top and made everyone run back down to the
track without toping out.
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The next failure was at Frogintor Quarry, the hare thought he would be clever by taking the
hash through the quarry, but it was a poor choice the ground was narow, and the track had
a great drop in it causing many to scramble over the edge.
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Then on out of the quarry through a very
boggy bit and up the slope towards Swell
Tor again this was ok and a reasonable
Long - Short divide where the shorts went
on up the hill and the longs were taken
around towards Swell tor Quarry and the
sensible thing would have been to hold an
RV at the top to take advantage of another
great view but No we press on across the
ridge to King tor, Soooooooo Boring.
We drop down on to the old railway line and
again split for the longs to round the outer
loop with the shorts going through the cut
and finally joining up to make the "on home"
down across the upper reaches of the river
Walkham. This was the only water
challenge of the whole evening.

Then the final insult was the hare had fallen
so far behind that everyone had to stand
around and chat to the army guys that had
turned up and to wait for the hare to unlock
the car, check everyone back in and
produce drinks.
All in all, my granny could have made a
better job of it !!!!!!!!!
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